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Abstract—The renewable energy source based 
generating technologies and flexible demand and storage 
devices exhibit significant temporal and spatial 
uncertainties in generating and loading profiles and 
introduce additional level of uncertainty in network 
operation. The dynamic behaviours of such a network can 
be affected and the stable operation may be compromised. 
This paper proposes a probabilistic analysis approach for 
the evaluation of the effect of uncertain parameters on 
power system voltage and angular stability. Load margin, 
the damping of critical eigenvalues and the transient 
stability index (TSI) have been chosen as the relevant 
stability indices for voltage stability, small-disturbance 
stability and transient stability analysis, respectively. The 
Morris screening sensitivity analysis method coupled with a 
multivariate Gaussian copula to account for parameter 
correlations is used for the priority ranking of uncertain 
parameters. The approach is illustrated on a number of 
case studies using modified IEEE 68-bus NETS-NYPS test 
system. The results obtained in this paper reveal that the 
critical parameters appear as groups if the input dataset is 
correlated, and hence even a parameter (which may be 
uninfluential individually) can have a significant impact on 
system dynamic behaviour due to its correlation with other 
influential parameters.   
 

Index Terms— Copula method, power system computation, 
renewable generation, sensitivity analysis, small-disturbance 
stability, transient stability, voltage stability  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE planning and operation of modern power systems have 

changed significantly compared to conventional power 

systems due to the addition of renewable energy sources (RES). 

The key characteristic of RES and new types of load is that their 

operation is highly temporal and spatial dependent. Hence 

additional uncertainties are introduced from both sides, the 

network generation and loading [1]. The variability exhibited 

by these new technologies voids traditional deterministic 

stability analysis since the ‘worst case scenario’ analysis of the 

network may lead to an overly conservative system design 

[2-4]. A probabilistic approach to network stability assessment 
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is getting steadily adopted by researchers to be applied to all 

types of stability studies [1, 5-12]. The Monte Carlo (MC) 

simulations are commonly used to perform these probabilistic 

studies [5, 13-16].  

Due to the size of the power systems and the increase in the 

number of uncertain parameters, high computation resources 

are required when MC simulation is applied to probabilistic 

power system stability analysis. In such cases, priority ranking 

of system uncertain parameters, based on their influence on 

different stability aspects, can help the system operators to 

ensure optimal dynamic performance of the system with 

minimal use of human and computational resources.  

Previous studies employed sensitivity analysis (SA) 

techniques for the identification of influential parameters 

affecting voltage/small-disturbance stability within a network 

with RES generation [17-19]. The influence of load models, 

uncertainty in loading demand and RES generations on power 

system stability is analyzed in these studies. The advanced 

Morris screening sensitivity analysis method (MSSA) is 

compared with the commonly used local sensitivity analysis 

method (LSA) and the global sensitivity analysis method (GSA) 

and its efficiency and accuracy have been demonstrated. This 

paper builds on those studies and expands the application of 

MSSA to the priority ranking of critical system parameters 

affecting the transient stability of the network with RES 

generation in addition to voltage and small-disturbance 

stability.  

The research discussed above employs independent 

probability distributions for the modelling of uncertain 

parameters. The random sampled data set obtained in this way 

however, does not represent the correlations among 

uncertainties within the real system, hence the results of the 

analysis may not be accurate enough [20-26]. The modelling of 

correlations among system parameters can be done effectively 

using Copula theory [26]. Different dependence structures 

among the correlated parameters can be modelled by using 

different copula families. The performance of six different 

copula approaches, (i) Gaussian (ii) Student (iii) Clayton (iv) 

Frank (v) Gumbel and (vi) multivariate joint normal 

distribution, was compared in [26] and the application of 

different copulas to different dimensional systems in [27]. It 

was reported in [26] that the multivariate Gaussian copula is the 

most effective and accurate for representation of the 

correlations between uncertainties involved in modelling load 

demand, wind generation and PV generation for power system 

small-disturbance stability analysis. In [28], the Gaussian 
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copula has been employed for voltage stability analysis. The 

multivariate Gaussian copula is applied here first to uncertainty 

modelling for transient stability analysis and then for voltage 

and small disturbance stability analysis.  

This paper uses the load margin, damping of the critical 

eigenvalues, and transient stability index (TSI) as stability 

indices for voltage, small-disturbance and transient stability 

analysis, respectively. The uncertainties of RES generation and 

loading (following the daily loading curve) are modelled 

probabilistically. The Morris screening sensitivity analysis 

(MSSA) method is applied for the priority ranking of critical 

parameters, while the copula approach is used to model the 

correlation between input parameters. The paper clearly 

demonstrates that i) the critical system parameters affecting 

voltage and angular stability in power systems with renewable 

generation can be identified through MSSA; ii) the correlation 

between input parameters can be effectively modelled using a 

multivariate Gaussian copula approach; and iii) it is important 

to consider correlation between uncertain parameters for 

system voltage and angular stability assessment. 

This paper for the first time combines and validates the 

identification of critical parameters affecting system stability 

globally, i.e., voltage stability and small and large disturbance 

angular stability simultaneously, by using efficient sensitivity 

analysis method, Morris Screening sensitivity analysis method. 

It also for the first time establishes the importance of modelling 

parameter correlation by using Copula theory for identification 

of critical system parameters affecting global system stability. 

The approach facilitates efficient identification of important 

system parameters that need to be accurately modelled for 

reliable system stability studies and such ensures cost effective 

use of human and financial resources by system operators. 

II. VOLTAGE AND ANGULAR STABILITY 

Voltage stability problems are commonly found in heavily 
loaded networks as the reactive power provided by the system 
may not be sufficient to support the user-end voltages [29]. A 
commonly used approach for the assessment of power system 
voltage stability is the PV-curve analysis, where the stability 
index is the loadability (or load margin) of the system [7, 17, 
28]. This index indicates the maximum active power the 
network can provide to meet the load demand before the 
voltage collapse. Fig. 1 shows the histogram of critical 
loadability values obtained from 1000 MC simulations and the 
fitted probability density function (pdf), corresponding to 
normal distribution in this case, to illustrate the variation in  
system loadability due to uncertainties in load and RES.  

For power system small-disturbance stability analysis, the 
damping of the critical oscillatory mode is used as the stability 
index, as defined in (1) [14].  

𝜉𝑖 =
−𝜎𝑖

√𝜎𝑖
2 + 𝜔𝑖

2
                                    (1) 

In (1)𝜉𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖  and 𝜔𝑖  are the damping ratio, damping and 
frequency of the critical eigenvalue. Fig. 2 shows the histogram 
of the damping of the critical electromechanical mode obtained 
from 1000 MC simulations and corresponding, fitted pdf based 
on normal distribution to illustrate the effect of uncertainties on 
small disturbance stability. 

Finally, power system transient stability is most frequently 
analyzed using the transient stability index (TSI) given by (2) 
[30-32].  

𝑇𝑆𝐼 = 100 ∗
360−𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥

360+𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥
                             (2)   

In (2) 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum rotor angle separation between 
any two generators in the network after a fault. A negative TSI 
value indicates that the system is unstable. The larger the TSI 
the more stable the system is. Fig. 3 presents the histogram of 
the TSI obtained from 1000 MC simulations and corresponding  
fitted pdf to illustrate the effect of considered uncertainties on 
system transient stability. The TSI histogram is fitted with 
normal distribution as before for the ease of comparison though 
normal distribution clearly is not the most appropriate fit in this 
case. 

The Figs 1-3 are given for illustrative purposes only to 
illustrate the results of probabilistic stability studies. They are 
obtained by performing 1000 corresponding MC simulations 
for each of the three stability studies and for a specific operating 
condition using the IEEE 68-bus test network described in 
Section IV of this paper. Different operating conditions 
(loading level, uncertainty level, topology, generation dispatch, 
etc.) would result in different shapes and spread of obtained 
histograms and corresponding fitted pdfs. Based on the fitted 
pdfs stability profiles of the test network can be analysed and 
when the stability limits are taken into consideration the risk of 
system instability can be assessed. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The priority ranking of system uncertain parameters based 
on their influence on power system stability consists of four 
major steps: (i) using a proper probability distribution function 
(pdf) in order to generate the dataset of system uncertain 
parameters, (ii) solving Optimal Power Flow (OPF) to 
determine the dispatch of conventional generation, (iii) 
calculating the corresponding stability index for different 
categories of stability problems, (iv) using the sensitivity 

 

   

Fig. 1. Histogram-pdf of nose-point locus for 

voltage stability analysis based on 1000 Monte 
Carlo simulations 

Fig. 2. Histogram-pdf of the damping of the critical 

mode for small-disturbance stability analysis 
based on 1000 Monte Carlo simulations 

Fig. 3. Histogram-pdf of TSI for transient stability 

analysis based on 1000 Monte Carlo simulations 
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analysis (SA) method to assess the system uncertainties for the 
ranking. Fig. 4 is a flow chart of the proposed methodology. 

 

A. Probabilistic Modelling of Uncertain Input Parameters 

In order to represent the operational conditions in a network 

with RES generation and uncertain loading demands, this paper 

employs the probabilistic modelling of system loads, wind 

speed and solar irradiation as uncertain parameters. Table I 

illustrates the probability distribution for selected system 

uncertainties and their corresponding model parameters. Past 

studies indicated that normal distribution is commonly used for 

modelling load uncertainty [15, 33, 34], hence adopted in this 

study.  Similarly, uncertainties caused by variation in wind 

speed and solar irradiation for wind farm and PV plants were 

commonly modelled with Weibull [5, 6, 35] and Beta 

distribution [36, 37], respectively. The normal distribution is 

typically represented by mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ), 

Weibull distribution by scale parameter (α) and shape 

parameter (β), and beta distribution by shape parameters (a) and 

(b). The level of uncertainty of 10% adopted for modelling load 

uncertainty is the typical load forecast error. For Weibull and 

beta distribution the parameters follow a similar level of 

uncertainty as that for the load [15]. 
 

B. Priority Ranking of System Uncertain Parameters 

The priority ranking of system uncertain parameters is 
obtained through performing a sensitivity analysis (SA). SA 
methods can numerically describe how the input uncertainties 
can affect the output variabilities after they go through a 
modelled system. Generally speaking, the SA method consists 
of two categories, the local sensitivity analysis method (LSA) 
and the global sensitivity method (GSA). Previous studies [17, 
19] provide a thorough comparison between different 
categories of SA methods. In total 6 widely used SA methods, 
including One-at-A-Time (LSA), Morris Screening (GSA), 
Pearson correlation coefficient (GSA), Spearman correlation 
coefficient (GSA), Partial correlation coefficient (GSA), and 
Sobal total indices (GSA), are applied in the identification of 
critical parameters for voltage and small-disturbance stability 
analysis. Both studies recommended the Morris screening 
method as the most suitable for this purpose. It performs 
designated semi-global search among input variabilities as an 
efficient approach for the priority ranking of uncertain 
parameters.  

The sensitivity indices for the MSSA method are the mean 
(𝜇∗) and the standard deviation (𝜎∗) of the elementary effects 

(𝐸𝐸𝑝
𝑖 ) of individual input uncertainty, as defined in (3), (4) and 

(5) [38].         

𝜇𝑝
∗ =

1

𝑟
∑|𝐸𝐸𝑝

𝑖 |

𝑟

𝑖=1

                                (3) 

𝜎𝑝
∗ = √

1

𝑟
∑(|𝐸𝐸𝑝

𝑖 | − 𝜇𝑝
∗)

2
𝑟

𝑖=1

                       (4) 

𝐸𝐸𝑝
𝑖 (𝑥) =

[𝑦(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑖−1, 𝑥𝑖 + 𝛥, 𝑥𝑖+1, … , 𝑥𝑝) − 𝑦(𝑥)]

𝛥
 (5) 

In (3) 𝜇𝑝
∗  serves as the ranking score for individual input 

uncertainties. The higher the score is, the more influential the 
corresponding uncertainty is considered. A high value of 𝜎𝑝

∗ 

indicates the corresponding input has a non-linear effect on the 
output. 𝑝 is the number of input uncertainties, 𝑟 is the ‘level’ of 
MSSA (between 4 to 10), and 𝛥 is the step size determined 

through 𝛥 =
1

𝑟−1
. The MSSA method requires 𝑛 = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑟 + 1 

simulations. The computational burden is significantly lower 
compared to the conventional GSA method like the Sobol total 
indices method [17, 19]. 

C. Correlations between Input Uncertainties 

In order to consider the stochastic dependence structures 
between the modelled uncertainties in power systems, the 
copula methods can be applied to generate a correlated input 
dataset. In [26], six correlation modelling techniques have been 
compared in terms of their accuracy and efficiency. It has been 
demonstrated that the multivariate Gaussian (mvG) copula is 
the most accurate and efficient. The mvG copula has 
also been successfully applied in the assessment of system 
frequency stability, where it showed the best performance in 
terms of accuracy and efficiency [39]. The mvG copula is 
therefore selected for correlation modelling in this study. The 
comparison of different copula techniques is beyond the scope 
of this paper and it can be found in [26, 39]. 

Copula theory provides an effective way of modeling 
stochastic dependence (or correlation) between random 
variables. According to Sklar’s theorem: any multivariate joint 
distribution can be written in terms of univariate marginal 
distribution functions and a copula which describes the 
dependence structure between the variables [40]. 

TABLE I 

PROBABILISTIC DISTRIBUTION AND MODEL PARAMETERS OF SYSTEM 

UNCERTAINTIES OF THE TEST NETWORK 

Uncertain 

Parameter 

Probability 

Distribution 

Probabilistic Model 

Parameters 

Level of 

Uncertainty 

Load Demand 
(%) 

Normal  3𝜎 = 10% 𝑜𝑓 𝜇 

High (10%) 
Wind Speed 

(𝑚𝑠−1) 
Weibull  α=2.2, β=11.1 

Solar Irradiation 

(𝑘𝑊𝑚−2) 
Beta  a=13.7, b=1.3 

 

 
Fig. 4 Flow chart of the proposed methodology 
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The copula function C can be represented by the multivariate 
cdf F (cumulative distribution function) and marginal cdf Fi, as 
in (6) [41]. 

𝐶[𝐹1(𝑥1), 𝐹2(𝑥2), … , 𝐹𝑛(𝑥𝑛)] = 𝐹(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛)        (6) 

1) Multivariate Gaussian Copula 
The multivariate Gaussian (mvG) copula is known as an 

elliptical copula, which provides the flexibility to model a 
higher number of dimensions. The mvG is very useful to model 
dependent random variables, when there are complicated 
relationships among the variables, or when the individual 
variables are from different distributions. As power system load, 
wind and solar data follow different probability distributions, 
the mvG has been found to be very efficient in modelling their 
interdependences [26, 39]. 

The copula function for the mvG copula can be expressed as 
in (7) [27]. 

𝐶(𝑢1, 𝑢2, … , 𝑢𝑛; 𝛴) = 𝜙𝛴(𝜙
−1(𝑢1), 𝜙

−1(𝑢2), … , 𝜙−1(𝑢𝑛))(7) 

In (7), Σ denotes a symmetric, positive definite matrix with 
diag(Σ)=1, ΦΣ is the standard multivariate normal distribution 
with correlation matrix Σ, and Φ

‒1
(•) is the inverse of the 

Normal cdf.  
The correlation matrix Σ in (7), also known as the covariance 

matrix, can be expressed as (8).  

𝛴 = [

𝜌11 𝜌12

𝜌21 𝜌22
⋯

𝜌1𝑛

𝜌2𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜌𝑛1 𝜌𝑛2 ⋯ 𝜌𝑛𝑛

]                        (8) 

In (8), 𝜌  is the linear correlation coefficient between 
parameters to represent the range of different dependence 
structure. The correlation between the same set of data is given 
by (9).  

𝜌11 = 𝜌22 … = 𝜌𝑛𝑛 = 1                         (9) 
Then eq. (8) becomes (10). 

𝛴 = [

1 𝜌12

𝜌21 1
⋯

𝜌1𝑛

𝜌2𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜌𝑛1 𝜌𝑛2 ⋯ 1

]                    (10) 

The covariance matrix can be formed with the Pearson 
correlation coefficient 𝜌, Spearman or Kendall rank correlation 
coefficient 𝜏 [42]. 

The inverse of the normal cdf Φ
‒1

(•), as presented in eq. (7), 
has been adopted from the theory of univariate random number 
generation. The inversion method has been used here to model 
the individual variables, which follow different distributions. In 
this study, for example, system load, wind and solar data follow 
normal, Weibull and beta distributions, respectively. The 
step-by-step procedure for generating correlated random 
samples has been discussed in [26]. 

D. Monte-Carlo Stopping Rule 

The MC simulation requires a certain number of repeated 
random sampling of uncertain data in order to represent the 
stochastic behaviour of system parameters. The following 
equation (11) determines the required Monte Carlo run [43]. 

ɛ >

[
 
 
 
 {𝜙−1 (1 −

𝛿
2
) · √

𝜎2(𝑋)
𝑁

}

�̅�

]
 
 
 
 

                    (11) 

In (11), ɛ is the sample mean error, 𝜙−1(·) is the inverse 
Gaussian conditional probability distribution with a zero mean 
value and a one standard deviation value, 𝜎2(·) is the variance 
of a sample, 𝛿 is the required confidence level, and �̅� is the 
mean of the samples. 

Previous studies on the IEEE 68-Bus NETS-NYPS test 
system indicated that for transient stability studies the sampling 
number required for a 5% sample mean error with 99% 
confidence interval is 6000 simulations [31]. Also it was found 
that 1000 simulations are required for small disturbance 
stability studies with a 0.3% sample mean error and 99% 
confidence interval [26]. For voltage stability, 1000 simulations 
are required for less than 2% sample mean error and 99% 
confidence interval. Therefore, 6000 simulations are run in this 
study to ensure the required accuracy. 

IV. TEST NETWORK AND SIMULATION 

The simulation is performed with two major software 
platforms, Matlab R2015a and DIgSILENT PowerFactory 
2017 SP1 (x64). The probabilistic modelling of input 
uncertainties and the calculation of the probabilistic load flow 
are performed through the OPF solver within MATPOWER, 
Matlab [44]. The PV-curve calculation, modal analysis, and 
RMS simulation for stability analysis are performed in 
DIgSILENT PowerFactory. The obtained outputs of different 
stability studies are processed through the Matlab software.  

A. Test System Configuration 

The test network used in this paper is a modified version of 
the IEEE 68-Bus NETS-NYPS (New England Test 
System-New York Power System) [45]. There are 16 
generators and 68 buses in the network. The test network is 
divided into 5 sections with Generator G1-G9 located in NETS 
and Generators G10-G13 located in NYPS. G14, G15, and G16 
separate as 3 equivalent areas connected to NYPS. The test 
network is rated to provide an active power generation capacity 
of 17.26 GW (1p.u.). Integration of renewable generation is 

Fig. 5. Modified IEEE 68-Bus NETS-NYPS test system with RES generations. 

TABLE II 

THE RES GENERATION PENETRATION LEVEL UNDER VARIABLE LOADING 

DEMAND SELECTED FROM DAILY LOADING CURVE 

Loading 

Demand 

1.0 

p.u. 

0.9 

p.u. 

0.8 

p.u. 

0.7 

p.u. 

0.6 

p.u. 

0.5 

p.u. 

0.4 

p.u. 

0.3 

p.u. 

𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆 20% 22% 25% 29% 33% 40% 50% 67% 
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simulated by using 7 equivalent wind generators and 7 
equivalent PV generators, which are connected to 7 system 
buses (buses 60, 57, 68, 26 of NETS, and buses 53, 33, 17 of 
NYPS). More detailed data of the test network including 
parameter modelling can be found in [45].  

Fig. 5 shows the layout of the test network. The wind 
turbines are modelled as Doubly Fed Induction Generators 
(DFIGs) and the PV-plants are modelled as Full Converter 
Connected Generators (FCCs). The Grid Code of National Grid 
requires that generators should be able to operate between a 
0.85 lagging power factor and a 0.95 leading power factor 
under rated active power generation conditions [46]. Hence the 
reactive power generation limit of the synchronous generators 
within the test network is set between -33% and 62% of the 
active power generation. 

There are 68 system buses in the test network, among which 
16 buses (Bus1 to Bus16) are connected to G1-G16. The 
variabilities in load demand 𝑃𝑖  (in p.u.) are modelled 
probabilistically on the remaining 52 buses. The total number 
of uncertain parameters modelled within the test network is 66 
(including 14 RES generators). The total simulation run with 

MSSA applied is calculated as n=pr+1 =661 (66 uncertainties, 
10 levels). However as there are 17 buses which do not have a 
load connected (no uncertainty), hence the number of displayed 
system uncertainties being ranked using the SA method is 49. 

B. Load Model and System Load Profile 

All loads in the system are modelled using classical 
exponential load model given by (12) and (13) [47].  

𝑃𝐿 = 𝑃𝑛 (
𝑈

𝑈𝑛

)
0

                                 (12) 

𝑄𝐿 = 𝑄𝑛 (
𝑈

𝑈𝑛

)
2

                                (13) 

In (12) and (13),  𝑃𝐿  and 𝑄𝐿  are the active and reactive power 
drawn by the system load at voltage 𝑈, 𝑃𝑛 and 𝑄𝑛 are the active 
and reactive power drawn by the system load under rated 
voltage 𝑈𝑛.  

In order to assess system behaviour under different loading 
conditions, 8 different loading levels have been selected along 
the daily loading curve varying from 1p.u. to 0.3p.u. Equations 
(14) and (15) illustrate the relation between the system loading 
 𝑃𝐿 , the active power of synchronous machine  𝐺𝑆𝑀 , and the 
active power of RES generation 𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆. 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆 is the penetration 
level of RES generation. Table II lists the operational 
conditions following the daily loading curve and their 
corresponding 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆. 

 𝑃𝐿 = 𝐺𝑆𝑀 +  𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆                                (14) 

𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆 =
 𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆

 𝑃𝐿

                                       (15) 

 
Fig. 6. Heatmap of ranking for voltage stability index showing different system loading. 

 
Fig. 7. Heatmap of ranking for small-disturbance stability index showing different system loading. 

 
Fig. 8. Heatmap of ranking for transient stability index showing different system loading. 
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V. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Priority Ranking for Voltage Stability 

Power system voltage stability analysis is performed by 

running PV-curve analysis. During the analysis, the loading 

level of the test network is varied to account for daily load 

variation, i.e., system load following the daily loading curve 

[48]. For a particular system loading level, e.g., 0.5 pu, the base 

starting point for load and generation is 0.5 pu. The subsequent 

P-V curves are generated by increasing the system loading from 

this level. All loads are scaled to increase simultaneously 

through an iteration control with adaptive step size. The 

conventional generation is correspondingly scaled up to 

compensate the increment in load. The initial step size is set to 

be 0.5%, the maximum step size is 2% and the minimum step 

size is 0.01%. The step size reduces as the system approaches 

the stability limit. The iterations continue until the point when 

the load flow calculation doesn’t converge anymore and this 

point is taken as voltage stability limit (system loadability 

limit). The active power P (MW) and the voltage magnitude V 

(pu) of the collapse points are recorded to obtain the nose-point 

locus for voltage stability as presented in Fig. 1. The same 

process is repeated for all eight considered system loading 

levels as presented in Table II. 
Furthermore, the impact of system uncertainties (actual load, 

wind speed and solar irradiation) on the location of P-V curve 
nose-point has been assessed through sensitivity analysis 
approach, Morris screening method. Thus, Fig. 6 shows a 
heatmap for the ranking of critical parameters affecting voltage 
stability through MSSA (Morris screening sensitivity analysis) 
under eight loading conditions selected from the daily loading 
curve. Table III lists top 5 critical parameters since they have 
the dominant influence on the change of loadability compared 
to the rest of the parameters. As the largest load in the system, 
L17 remains the most influential parameter at all loading levels. 
The penetration levels of the RES increase in the system 
according to equations (14) and (15) as  𝑃𝐿  and 𝐺𝑆𝑀 decrease 
while  𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆 is kept constant. Hence the uncertainties of RES 
become more influential and get higher ranks in high 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆 
cases compared to low 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆 cases.  

As can be seen from Table III, in the top 5 ranked critical 
parameters, the influence of uncertainties in loads 18, 42 and 41 
on system voltage stability become less important with higher 
RES penetration level. With lower RES penetration level, the 
critical parameters are mostly the large loads in the system, 
such as 𝐿17 , 𝐿18 , 𝐿42 , 𝐿41 and 𝐿20  (6000MW, 2470MW, 
1000MW, 1150MW and 680MW, respectively). Table III also 
reveals that the influence of RES generation on system voltage 
stability becomes important (such as W17, S17, W33, W68, 
W53 in the three right most columns) with lower loading (and 
at higher penetration of RES).  

B. Priority Ranking for Small-disturbance Stability 

Fig. 7 shows the heatmap for the ranking of critical 
parameters affecting small-disturbance stability through MSSA 
under 8 loading conditions selected from the daily loading 
curve. Table IV presents the top 5 critical parameters. It can be 
seen from Fig. 7 that the importance of uncertainties of RES 
generation increases as 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆 increases. Loads 17 and 18 are 
found to have a dominant impact on system small-disturbance 
stability at all loading levels. The uncertainty of loads 41 and 42 
become influential only under high loading scenarios where 

𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆  is lower than 30%, however their influence is 
diminishing as 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐸𝑆increases and the influence (ranking) of 
wind farms 60, 53, and 33 becomes higher. The loads 50 and 51 
is also ranked high at higher loading levels, however, their 
importance diminishes when the system loading reduces below 
0.9 p.u.  

C. Priority Ranking for Transient Stability 

The transient stability of the system is analyzed by 
calculating the rotor angle displacement between generators 
after a large disturbance in the system. The disturbance 
considered was a three-phase fault on the line followed by the 
line disconnection. The fault duration is considered as 13 cycles 
[49]. (Note that longer than usual fault durations of 13 cycles 
are adopted to ensure sufficient number of unstable cases with 
considered test network. Otherwise one would typically 
consider faults durations of 4-7 cycles at transmission system 
level [29, 49]) In this study several different fault locations 
were used. Three loading levels (1.0pu, 0.6pu and 0.3pu) are 
selected from the daily loading curve for demonstration 
purposes.  

The faults were applied on six different lines, namely line 12 
(between buses 21 and 68, near critical generator G9), line 56 
(between buses 33 and 38, near critical generator G11), line 42 
(between buses 60 and 61, tie-line between NETS-NYPS), line 
45 (between buses 53 and 54, tie-line between NETS-NYPS), 
line 70 (between buses 40 and 41, tie-line between NYPS-G14) 
and line 72 (between buses 18 and 50, tie-line between 
NYPS-G16). 

In Fig. 8, rows 1-6, 7-12, and 13-18 show the importance 
ranking of system parameters for 1.0pu, 0.6pu, and 0.3pu 
system loading, respectively. Each group of six rows as 
mentioned above represent the results for faults at lines 12, 56, 
42, 45, 70 and 72, respectively. For faults on lines 12 and 56, 
the uncertainties in large system loads (L17, L18, L40 etc.) are 
identified as critical. These lines are closer to critical generators 
G9 and G11, which are identified to be the most unstable 
generators in NYPS and NETS area due to the fact that they 
have relatively smaller moment of inertia constant. However as 

TABLE III 
TOP 5 INFLUENTIAL PARAMETERS FOR VOLTAGE STABILITY FOLLOWING DAILY 

LOADING CURVE 

 Variable Loading Conditions Selected from Daily Loading Curve 

 1.0 pu 0.9 pu 0.8 pu 0.7 pu 0.6 pu 0.5 pu 0.4 pu 0.3 pu 

R
an

k
in

g
 

(T
o

p
 5

) 
 L17 L17 L17 L17 L17 L17 L17 L17 

L18 W17 W17 W17 W17 W17 W17 W17 

L42 L18 L18 W53 S17 S17 S17 W33 

L41 S17 S17 S17 W26 W68 W68 S17 

L20 L20 L20 L18 L18 W53 W33 W53 

 
L=Bus Loading, W=Wind Farm, S=PV Farm, Numbering 

corresponding to system buses in Figure 5 

 
TABLE IV 

TOP 5 INFLUENTIAL PARAMETERS FOR SMALL-DISTURBANCE STABILITY 

FOLLOWING DAILY LOADING CURVE 

 Variable Loading Conditions Selected from Daily Loading Curve 

 1.0 pu 0.9 pu 0.8 pu 0.7 pu 0.6 pu 0.5 pu 0.4 pu 0.3 pu 

R
an

k
in

g
  

(T
o
p
 5

) 

L18 L41 L17 L18 W33 L17 W53 W53 

L17 L17 L18 L42 L18 W33 W33 W60 

L42 L18 L41 L41 L17 W53 L17 W33 

L41 L42 L42 L17 L41 W60 W60 L17 

L51 L50 W17 W17 W53 L18 S53 W17 

 
L=Bus Loading, W=Wind Farm, S=PV Farm, Numbering 

corresponding to system buses in Figure 5 
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the proportion of RES penetration level increases, the 
importance of RES increases, and hence wind and PV 
generators are coming on the top of the priority list (as shown in 
Fig. 8).  

D. Validation of Ranking Results obtained through MSSA 

Previous studies in [19] and [17] indicated that MSSA 
delivers a good ranking of critical parameters compared to 
commonly used GSAs. This paper validates the ranking results 
obtained through MSSA by plotting pdfs of the sensitivity 
indices for different stability analysis when all the uncertainties 
are modelled probabilistically and when only the top 5 selected 
uncertainties are modelled. Several case studies (𝐶𝑆1-𝐶𝑆8), as 
listed in Table V, are considered here to examine parameter 
ranking for voltage and small-disturbance stability. The 
boxplots are used to illustrate the influence of selected (based 
on their ranking) uncertain parameters on system stability. The 
parameters considered are load 17 (L17), identified as the most 
critical parameter for voltage and angular stability, and load 47 
(L47) and load 56 (L56) identified as parameters with moderate 
and low influence on system voltage and angular stability, 
respectively.  

 Figs. 9, 10 and 11 illustrate the system voltage and angular 
stability behaviour affected by selected uncertain parameters. It 
can be seen from Fig. 9 that the variation of system loadability 
is affected significantly when L17 (i.e the most critical load) is 
modelled as uncertain parameters keeping all other constant at 
their base value. On the other hand, when L47 or L56 are 
modelled individually as uncertain parameters (keeping all 

others constant) then the variations in system loadability are 
insignificant compared to the previous case. The same trend is 
also observed for small-disturbance and transient stability, as 
shown in Fig. 10 and 11, respectively. It reveals the fact that 
identifying the most critical parameter is very important for 
system operation and by doing this the resource and effort can 
be dedicated for accurate modelling of a small number of 
important parameters only. 

 The pdfs of the probabilistic load margin and the 
probabilistic damping of the critical mode are plotted in Fig. 12 
and Fig. 13 for different loading levels for the purpose of 
validation of the ranking results for voltage and 
small-disturbance stability, respectively. Fig. 14 and 15 plot the 
scatter plots for the system dynamic behaviour for case studies 
1 to 8.  It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the uncertainties of the 
identified five most important parameters have the same 
(overlapping pdfs for two different loading levels) impact on 
system voltage stability as combined impact of all uncertain 
parameters in the system. The same trend can be also observed 
in the scatter plot of Fig. 14 where the area of system nose-point 
dispersion for the five influential parameters covers a larger 
portion of the range of system load margin considering all 49 
parameters, hence, the criticality of the system stability 
(measured by the system load margin) has been properly 
captured by the identified five most influential parameters. 
Similar conclusions related to the effect of the five most 
important parameters on small disturbance stability (damping 
of the critical eigenvalue) can be drown from pdfs shown in Fig. 
13 and scatter plot of critical eigenvalues shown in Fig 15. The 
results shown in Figs. 12-15 therefore, confirm that the system 
dynamic behaviour can be controlled to a large extent by 
tuning/reducing uncertainty of the set of critical parameters 
only as the rest of the uncertain parameters have significantly 
lower effect. 

Fig. 13 and 15 shows the results of comparison of the effect 
of modelling selected number of uncertain parameters for 
small-disturbance stability. Similarly as in Fig. 12 and 14, it 
demonstrates that a subset of the most influential system 

   
Fig. 9. Variation of voltage stability index when 

individual parameter is modelled as uncertain 

(keeping all other constant). 

Fig. 10. Variation of small-disturbance stability index 

when individual parameter is modelled as uncertain 

(keeping all other constant). 

Fig. 11. Variation of transient stability index 

when individual parameter is modelled as 

uncertain (keeping all other constant). 

 
TABLE V  

PROPOSED CASE STUDIES FOR THE VALIDATION OF RANKING RESULTS 

  Modelled Uncertainties 
Loading 

Condition 

V
o

lt
ag

e 𝐶𝑆1 ALL 
1.0 pu 

𝐶𝑆2 L17 L18 L42 L41 L20 

𝐶𝑆3 ALL 
0.6 pu 

𝐶𝑆4 L17 W17 S17 W26 L18 

S
m

al
l-

 
D

is
tu

rb
an

ce
 

𝐶𝑆5 ALL 
1.0 pu 

𝐶𝑆6 L18 L17 L42 L41 L51 

𝐶𝑆7 ALL 
0.6 pu 

𝐶𝑆8 W33 L18 L17 L41 W53 

 
 

  
Fig. 12. pdfs for Case Studies 1 to 4. Fig. 13. pdfs for Case Studies 5 to 8 

  
Fig. 14. Scatter plots for Case 

Studies 1 to 4 
Fig. 15. Scatter Plots for Case 

Studies 5 to 8 
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parameters (5 in this case) have the dominant impact on power 
system small-disturbance stability and by carefully monitoring 
and controlling of these parameters the overall system 
small-disturbance stability can be improved.  

E. Ranking considering the Correlations between 
Uncertainties 

This section of the paper explores the influence of the 
correlations between modelled uncertainties on system 
stability. System uncertainties and their correlation patterns 

have been obtained from [50, 51]. Fig. 16 shows a 4949 
matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients between 49 system 
uncertain parameters. In the figure, row/column 1-35 represent 
system loads, 36-42 represent wind speed and 43-49 represent 
solar irradiance.  

Fig. 16 clearly illustrates the intra-dependence and 
inter-dependence within parameter groups. For example in Fig. 
16, five groups of closely located loads can be identified 
through their high intra-dependence structure. These load-load 
intra-dependence structures are influenced by the different 
lifestyles of consumers which depend on factors such as 
weather condition. The intra-dependence structures of 
wind-wind and PV-PV correlations are mainly determined by 
the distance between generation plants. This means closely 
located RES generation can be highly correlated as the weather 
pattern tends to be similar. However when the sampling time 
scale is relatively long and covers the whole year, the PV-PV 
correlation increases due to the fact that PV generation is now 
mainly dependent on day-time hours. The inter-dependence 
between load-wind and wind-PV is low, and this indicates 
load-wind and wind-PV are very poorly correlated. The 
inter-dependence between load-PV is relatively high, this is 
true considering that the day-time hours will change depending 
on seasons and people may turn on the heater/AC during the 
corresponding season. 

As previous study [26] indicated that multivariate Gaussian 
copula is an efficient and accurate method for stochastic 
dependence structure modelling across all levels of RES 
penetration, the multivariate Gaussian copula was used here as 
well. Fig. 17 shows a heatmap and indicates the identified 
critical parameters when correlation between system 
parameters is considered.  

The first row of the heatmap in Fig. 17 illustrates the ranking 
of the influence of system input parameters on voltage stability 
through the measure of system loadability. The top ranking 
parameters appear as groups instead of as single parameters 
(which was the case when no correlation was considered 
among the input parameters). The critical parameters are 
identified as loads on buses 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25 and 68.  

The second row of the heatmap in Fig. 17 shows the ranking 
of the critical parameters for small-disturbance stability 

through the measure of damping of critical eigenvalues. Once 
more the top ranking parameters appear as groups compared to 
the non-correlated case in Section V, B. The critical parameters 
are identified as load on buses 17~25 and 41~49.  

The rows 3-8 of the heatmap in Fig. 17 reveal the ranking of 
critical parameters for transient stability through the measure of 
TSI. Rows 3-8 show the rankings for faults on lines 12, 56, 42, 
45, 70 and 72, respectively. The group of system loads from 
L41 to L49 is identified as a critical parameter affecting 
transient stability performance.  

Overall Fig. 17 demonstrates that the groups of system load 
from L17 to L25 and L41 to L49 have the dominant influence 
over system voltage and angular stability. The accurate 
modelling of the correlation between uncertainties should be 
performed with extra care to ensure the stable operation of the 
power system. 

By comparing the ranking of identified critical parameters 
between Sections E and Sections A, B and C of Section V, the 
importance of correlation modelling of system input parameters 
can be deduced. When independent probabilistic modelling of 
system parameters is applied, the loss of correlation between 
the dataset may lead to ignoring an important parameter which 
may not be influential on its own but is highly correlated to an 
influential parameter. As shown in Fig. 16, high correlation can 
appear between load-load, load-PV, PV-PV and wind-wind. 
This characteristic of realistic system parameters makes the 
correlation modelling of system parameters very important for 
stability analysis. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper employs sensitivity analysis for the ranking of 

 
Fig. 16. Stochastic dependence structure of NETS-NYPS load, wind speed and 
solar irradiance over a year. 

 
 

 
Fig. 17. Ranking of critical parameters for voltage and angular stability when correlations between input parameters are considered. 
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critical parameters affecting voltage and angular stability in a 

system with RES generation. It represents the first study to 

include the identification of influential parameters affecting 

different stability problems in order to unveil the group of 

parameters which are considered critical to system voltage and 

angular stability as a whole. Independent probabilistic 

modelling of uncertainties in system load and RES generation 

is applied to a system input dataset. The sensitivity indices 

chosen for voltage, small-disturbance and transient stability are 

load margin, damping of the critical eigenvalues and TSI, 

respectively. The Morris screening method is used for the 

ranking of critical parameters followed by application of 

multivariate Gaussian copula for the correlation modelling of 

input parameters (load, wind speed and solar irradiation).  

The large system loads are found to be critical for all types of 

stability when the RES penetration level is lower than 30%. 

When the RES penetration level becomes higher than 30%, the 

influence of uncertainties in RES generation increases and gets 

higher as the system inertia decreases due to conventional 

generator disconnection.  

 Analysis of real data from the actual network illustrates that 

a high level of intra-dependence and inter-dependence exist 

between system input parameters. Hence, the accurate 

modelling of correlation between parameters has to be 

considered when performing stability analysis. The results 

obtained in this paper reveal the disadvantage of independent 

modelling of system parameters as the critical parameters 

appear as groups after the input dataset is correlated. Hence, 

even though some of the system parameters may be 

uninfluential on their own, their variation/uncertainty can have 

a significant impact on system dynamic behaviour due to their 

correlation with other influential parameters.  

The identification of critical parameters influencing system 

stability helps to narrow down the number of parameters in the 

system that need to be modelled accurately and reduces both 

personnel and financial resources required. The variation of 

system stability margin due to system parameter uncertainties 

can be converted to the critical parameter uncertainty margin 

and controlled by the detailed modelling of the important 

parameters only. 

Building on the approach proposed in this paper the system 

behaviour under various operating conditions can be mapped 

into the system security operation profile and greatly facilitate 

stable and secure operation of the system.  
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